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FROM THE NEW YORK STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
Jane Algozzine, Chief, Bureau of Reading Education
Frances Morris, Associate, Bureau of Reading Education
Robert L. Reals, Associate, Bureau of Art Education
Linda Stehr, Assistant, Elementary, Secondary, and Continuing Education Program Planning Office

New York State Education Department
The Bureaus of Art and Reading Education, the Division of Humanities and Arts Education and the
Division of Elementary, Secondary, and Continuing Education General Program Planning of the State
Education Department are extremely happy with the results of the New York City High School Reading
Improvement Through Art program. It has proven without a doubt that art can increase the reading skills
of the retarded reader at the high school level.
The Bureaus of Art and Reading Education are always very pleased when a leader in the field of art
education demonstrates the positive contribution art can make toward the education of the youth in our
schools. Sylvia Corwin is just such a person. She took direction from the earlier developed elementary
Reading Improvement Through Arts programs, specifically the Learning to Read Through Art program
associated with the Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum for elementary children, Bernadette O’Brien,
Project Director, built a consortium of nine high schools in New York City and designed an extremely
successful ESEA, Title III grant proposal. This project was one of eight chosen out of competition of
over 400 projects to be funded from across the state by ESEA, Title III for the school year 1975-76. The
project was skillfully organized, administered, and firmly grounded with an ongoing in service art/reading
teacher education program. All the dedicated administrators and teachers who were connected with this
project in New York City high schools are to be commended for an extremely well done job.
Without a doubt this publication is an outstanding achievement. To quote the first Director of the
Division of Humanities and Arts Education, Vivienne Anderson, now Assistant Commissioner for
General Education and Curricular Services, the State Education Department, “The arts, provide youth in
the school with exciting fresh avenues of communication…with resources for learning…Art is a catalyst
that has long been sought in education…the change agent that can universally excite the mind and the
imagination of youth and adults, including those who have tasted the bitterness of repeated failure and
have lost the will and desire for continued growth.”
Sylvia Corwin, the dedicated teachers, the helpful principals and the volunteers, with their
perseverance, proved this statement to be true.

FROM THE BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK
Stanley I. Rose, Assistant Director, Center for Humanities and the Arts

This successful program is the result of the efforts of varied but integrated groups of imaginative
and skilled professionals. The approach by no means minimized the importance of providing high quality
in the art experience for itself. Schools interested in replicating the R.I.T.A. Project should keep alert for
funding opportunists that may relate the visual experience to their own educational priorities.
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FROM THE PROJECT DIRECTOR
Sylvia K. Corwin, Assistant Principal/Supervision of Art, John F. Kennedy High School

During the 1975-1976 school year, in each of nine very different high schools, a reading
specialist was assigned to a tenth year art class for a few hours every week. Art and reading personnel
collaborated to supplement, extend and reinforce students’ language and reading experiences during their
regular 40-minute daily art class.
Our purpose was to improve the reading and comprehension abilities of teenagers who were at
least two grades below level. Through visual arts activities, we motivated and stimulated reading in a
program modeled after the ESEA Title I projects at the Guggenheim and the Cloisters Museums.
With a difference!
Whereas the pioneer Learning to Read Through the Arts were heavily funded, out-of-school,
saturation programs for young children, Improving Visual Perceptual Skills in Art Classes in High
Schools is an economical approach, applicable in every high school where a reading specialist can be
assigned to a regularly scheduled art class made up of problem readers.
The project’s outstanding success is the direct result of each participant’s strong commitment to
R.I.T.A.’s unique methodology. Therefore, before undertaking replication, I urge interested
educators to:

1

Read carefully the suggestions offered by the key project personnel on the following pages. The
procedures outlined by Bernadette O’Brien, the Project Reading Consultant, are spelled out, step
by step. No variations, or deviations are recommended.

2

Use the twenty Art/Reading Lessons in this publication to spark continued, creative collaboration
with reading personnel in art classes. It is not our intent to provide secondary art teachers with a
rigid course outline. Rather, in our after-school curriculum-writing workshops, we selected some
typical lessons out of hundreds of classroom activities that were ongoing during the project year.
We share these lessons with you and hope you will let us hear about your successes, too.

3

Seek outside assistance. You may purchase a sound filmstrip, a Management Handbook and a
Teacher’s Manual about the Elementary School Program, cited by the National Right to Read,
U.S. Office of Health, Education and Welfare as one of the twelve exemplary reading programs
in the United States. Write to: Order Department, National Audiovisual, Washington, D.C.
20409.

4

Observe the methodology at work. Visit demonstration classes. Make appointments ahead,
please.
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Learning Through The Arts Model School, 566, Roosevelt Island, New York, NY 10044
Education Director: Bernadette O’Brien
R.I.T.A., Demonstration Class John F. Kennedy High School, 99 Terrace View, Bronx, NY
10463
Project Director: Sylvia Corwin.

Set up a corner of the Art Room for reading. Keep an interesting supply of attractive, wellillustrated books on hand. The availability of the related reading is essential for the success of the
project. Change the books after the completion of the Art Activity.
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FROM THE PROJECT READING CONSULTANT
Bernadette C. O’Brien, Education Director, Learning to Read Through the Arts Program, Inc., Title I
Children’s Program: Learning to Read Though the Arts (Associated with the Solomon R. Guggenheim
Museum) Roosevelt Island Schools, New York City

Reading Improvement Though Art focuses on art and reading activities that are related. Our
methodology is concerned with written materials that are meaningful and have practical application for
students. As they participate in art experiences connected with language, students move from concrete
(art) to abstract (reading). Reading and art function reciprocally as partners in learning. The following
procedures work best:

1

Together, the art teacher and pupils decide on an art project. As the students express themselves,
the instructor elicits a few sentences that sum up what has been said. A short composition is
written by the instructor in the master journal (usually mounted on a standing easel) while the
class watches. The instructor calls attention to the details that are important to reading, such as
letter formation, association of sounds with symbols, the function of capitalization and
punctuation, phrasing and vocabulary. The group composition serves as a basis for discussion in
which letters and words are recognized.

2

Students maintain personal, individual journals. In it they copy the writings of the master journal,
as well as their statement of purpose for each art project, relevant technical information and
writing that develops from the art books in The Reading Corner.

3

Re-reading of the entries in the teacher’s master journal and in the students’ log is scheduled.
The purpose is to recall vocabulary and reinforce comprehension. Therefore, the topics of the
journal entries take the form of work charts, summaries, critiques, cultural history, authors’
biographies, vocabulary definitions, and so forth.

4

Both teachers determine, in advance, the vocabulary required for discussion and completion of
each art project. These words are lettered, single stroke Gothic alphabet, upper and lower case,
on rigid paper, at least four inches high, displayed around the room for the duration of the project
and referred to frequently…visually and verbally. The vocabulary may be specialized or normed
to grade level. The reading specialist corrects the students’ journals and written materials for
language and content.

FROM THE PROJECT READING TEACHERS
Myrna Brahms, Ann Garvey, Leslie Goldman, Robin Jackrel, Miriam Lent, Paula Stein and Myrna Weiner

With guidance of Bernadette O’Brien, Developer/Demonstrator of the nationally disseminated
USOE elementary level Programs That Work: Learning To Read Through the Arts (LTRA). Reading
specialists visited RITA Art classes at least twice a week. In close collaboration with master art teachers,
we designed lessons to build specific reading skills within the stress-free, creative environment of art and
craft classes. As time allowed, we diagnosed teenagers’ reading problems, prescribed remediation, and
provided corrective instruction. We adapted materials as needed…to small groups, individualized
instruction. We found comprehension skills most lacking in our population. We really reached
struggling readers as we demonstrated how to construct meaning from text and apply the information in
the text to whatever art project was in production. Students were engaged at The Reading Corner and
appreciative of the attention given to their journal writing.
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FROM THE PROJECT ART CONSULTANT
Cecille Davis, Art Supervisor, Community School District 6, Manhattan

The High School Reading Improvement Through Art R.I.T.A. program demonstrates once again
that art and reading are natural allies in the learning experience. The Reading Through The Arts approach
and the methodology originated and developed by Bernadette O’Brien, is deeply rooted in the dual and
equal roles of art and reading. The successful art experience reinforces the student’s confidence in his
ability to learn. The art teacher consciously structures lessons and projects so that research and reading
are important to the making and designing of the art product. The student has to read to get answers.
This program, the first in the high schools, the third using the methodology successfully, provides still
a new insight. It was apparent, in observing high school classes, that the students, through the reading
experience and growth, were gaining a much richer and more serious sense of the art experience. They
were totally engrossed in high level, conceptual verbalization related to art, far beyond reasonable
expectations in the usual required art classes.
The fact that the Art teachers in the R.I.T.A. program, the artists in the Cloisters and the Guggenheim
programs and the administrators of all three programs are convinced of the value of this approach should
erase any questions in the minds of art educators who still doubt.
The total involvement of the students in R.I.T.A. classes and the consistently fine evaluations of
impartial outside agencies reaffirm the validity of the Reading Through the Arts approach.

FROM THE PROJECT ART TEACHERS
Harriet Eisenberg, Christine Francis, Gertrude Gabel, Rosemarie Greco, Joan Kreigman, Florence
Krinsky, James Meade, Ronnie Moss, Jan Metzer, Jeanne Poland, Bernard Rattiner, Martial Westburg and
Fred Spinowitz, Project Assistant
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FROM THE ON-SITE SUPERVISOR
Sheila Stember, Assistant Principal/Art, Benjamin Franklin High School, Bronx, NY

FROM A UNIVERSITY TEACHER TRAINER
Blanche McSorley, Assistant Professor, Art Education, Lehman College CUNY, Bronx, New York
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Before you undertake this important task you and your colleagues should read Andrews, D.
(2012). In Search of Feasible Fidelity. Policy and Practice. Washington, DC: Human Services
Association. Dean of the Johns Hopkins University School of Education, David Andrews
cautions: “Adopting and implanting an evidence-based approach requires faith in the evidence
and an ongoing commitment to delivering it with fidelity.”
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INTRODUCTION
Welcome to a group of enlightened educators who understand that reciprocal collaboration with a
reading teacher need not diminish the integrity or goals of the curriculum-based art learning of teenage
problem readers. Consider your gift of RITA Replicator Manual of Instruction an invitation to participate
in an exciting, challenging, empirical experiment. RITA is an auxiliary, economical experience for you to
initiate if you agree:

1

“Language does not belong to a discipline but is, instead, a part of cognitive
science.” Chomsky, N., (1957) Syntactic Structures. The Hague: Mouton.
“Of fundamental importance in learning is the process of transferring knowledge
acquired in one context to new contexts.” Salomen, G., (1988) Teaching for
Transfer. Alexandria, VA: Association of Supervision and Curriculum Design.

2

“A coalition of thought and image” was the lifetime quest of Gestalt
psychologist Rudolf Arnheim. World Authors (1991) Bronx, NY: W. Wilson
Company. Professor Arnheim explained his ground-breaking theory, visual
thinking, to a meeting of New York City high school principals. He inspired
nine to participate in an empirical study and mentored the RITA project through a
yearlong, ESEA Title III pilot study. Following NYSED validation, ESEA Title
IV-C Transferring Success funded statewide replications. Arnheim, R. (1969)
Visual Thinking. Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press.

3

“…the most dynamic research at disciplinary frontiers and in novel terrains is
interdisciplinary”, predicted Howard Gardner and Veronica Biox Mansilla,
Project Zero, GoodWork Project Report Series, Number 26. Biox Mansilla, V.,
(2003) Assessing Interdisciplinary Work at the Frontier: An empirical
exploration of “symptoms of quality.” Harvard Interdisciplinary Studies Project.
Cambridge, MA: Harvard Graduate School of Education. “(Research studies)…
that yield illuminating evidence to grant provisional credibility to the work in
question” was their advice to future researchers.

Ellen Winner and Lois Hetland (Harvard Graduate School of Education) in their responses to a
critical commentary in NAEA News (April, 2008), about their book, Studio Thinking, explained: “…we
concluded that before further research on transfer from the arts to academic achievement could
responsibly be conducted, two prior research steps were needed: (1) studies to uncover what is taught in
art classes and (2) studies to uncover whether what is taught is learned.” The more empirical research
studies that measure students’ reading comprehension in artmaking studios and shops, the sooner the
impact of RITA’s reciprocal learning methodology will advance the time “when researchers propose and
test psychologically plausible mechanisms of transfer of learning from the arts to another domain.”
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MOTIVATION TO LEARN
Choice as motivation is a key to RITA’s proven effectiveness. For at-risk, discouraged, slow
readers, choice begins when they agree to be assigned to a single semester in RITA. Studios and shops are
interactive and non-competitive. Students choose study materials and books from The Reading Corner.
Intrinsic motivation is driven by the pleasure and interest in the hands-on activity, and influenced by a
hierarchy of needs, i.e. friendship, recognition, achievement and, eventually self-actualization
(Psychologist Abram H. Maslow). Research to develop a commonly accepted, unifying theory of
motivation is accessible. Committee on Learning, Research and Educational Practice and Committee on
Developments in the Science of Learning. (2000). How People Learn: Brain, mind, experience, and
school. Washington, DC: National Academy Press. National Research Council.

READING IN AN ART ENVIRONMENT
The official NYCBOE Evaluator solicited statements for his Pilot Study Report from the reading
specialists “…inorder to determine factors that may have contributed to project RITA’s success.”
Mortensen, E. (1976) Improving Visual Perception Skills in Art Classes in High School, ESEA Title III.
Some excerpts:
Individualized tutoring is at home in an art studio by the very nature of how an art
class operates… The physical set-up of the art room facilitates small group
instruction… Hands-on artmaking (concrete) leads to reading symbols (abstract)...
Repetition of reading, writing, and doing reinforced new concepts… Students are
stimulated and self-motivated… Students ceased resisting because of the new
approach… They mastered more difficult vocabulary, technical words necessary to
discuss art processes… It is so gratifying to see the happiness of students over their
success.

PROFILE OF THE CO-TEACHING TEAM
Based on the premise that reading skills improve through listening, talking, and writing, Project
RITA’s Reading Consultant tailored an action sequence for Art teachers to introduce art lessons. The
steps are explained by Bernadette O’Brien on page 9 of the second edition. A former elementary school
Principal, O’Brien directed Learning To Read Through The Arts (LTRA), one of twelve exemplary
reading programs in the United States. (National Right to Read 1996). The language component does not
diminish Art teachers’ customary effort to nurture “studio habits of mind.” (Ellen Winner). The
collaborating teachers design lessons that comply with NAEA and Common Core ELA Standards, the
various state and local standards, and, the twenty reading skills. Decades of my observation at site
collaborations confirm that art and reading personnel blossom as mutual trust deepens. The teachers’
enthusiasm pervades students’ art/reading growth.
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SYMBIOTIC READING/ART RELATIONSHIPS
The Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development, responded to educators’ burgeoning
interest in neuroscientists’ cognitive research with the publication of Wolfe, P. (2001) Brain Matters:
Translating Research into Classroom Practice. Alexandria, VA: ASCD. The Consortium of National
Arts Education Associations, (AATE, MENC, NAEA, NDEO) released Authentic Connections:
Interdisciplinary Work in the Arts delineating the reasons why interdisciplinary work in all four arts
disciplines are important; RITA methodology matches “perhaps the most rare and sophisticated” of the
three models of interdisciplinary approaches. “Students’ learning and outcomes in infused approaches
are focused on strong relationships between complementary subjects.” The Connecticut State Department
of Education authorized a compilation of Brain-Based Learning and Research between January 1944 and
June 2002: ninety-seven (97) books and one-hundred fifteen (115) world-wide resources were retrieved:
http://ctserc.org/library/bibfiles (Krasner, B.). The National Council of Teachers of English promotes art
learning. “It is evident that art instruction integrated with reading instruction provided students with a
larger set of tools by which to make meaning of texts.” Albers, P. and Sanders, J., (2010) Literacies, The
Arts and Multimodality. Urbana, IL: National Council of Teachers of English. The International Reading
Association funded a journal article about twenty-one high school juniors. After each teenager read a
novel, the literacy teacher supplied art materials to create an artwork that conveys the novelist’s central
message. To assess comprehension, a teacher-made rubric plus a one-on-one interview with each student
was used. Holdren, T.S. (2012) Using Art to Assess Reading Comprehension and Critical Thinking in
Adolescents. 55:692-703.doi:10.1002/JAAL.00084 Newark, DE: IRA.

TRANSFER EFFECTS PER SE OF ART
To date, no research study has specifically dealt with the transfer of learning behaviors in
artmaking to cognitive processes i.e. reading comprehension. In a personal correspondence dated
September 17, 2012, Ellen Winner, Project Zero Research Associate, wrote: “We (Harvard Graduate
School of Education) have not yet developed an assessment tool for transfer. We are working on this
(looking at visual arts training fosters spatial reasoning that can be used in geometry) but we are not there
yet. It is very time consuming work.” When Dr. Winner was mega-analyzing interdisciplinary projects
to include in Reviewing Education and the Arts (REAP), RITA was rejected. Why? “…whether they
learned reading because of the art or the reading does not lead to any conclusions about the worth of the
program. I’m just trying to be as scientific as possible in determining what we can say about the transfer
effects of the arts per se.” (Ellen Winner, Research Associate, Project Zero, personal correspondence
dated March 21, 1999). Unfortunately, we deemed that students with the same reading deficits in each
participating school’s traditional remedial reading single period class was a valid control group. RITA
implemented an empirical research design described by Wilson, B. (1997) The Second Search: Metaphor,
Dimensions of Meaning, and Research Topics. 1-32. LaPierre, B. & Zimmerman, E. Editors (1977)
Research Methods and Methodology in Art Education. Reston, VA: National Art Education Association.
“When we change our ideas about art learning and art teaching, there is the
likelihood that we will act differently toward them. When we change our ideas,
art education will change. If new ideas are based on inquiry that yields useful
insights, then art education may undergo positive change.”
As it turned out, “The growth rates were not only beyond expectations, they were beyond growth
normally expected in a full year’s program.” Mortensen, E. Improving Perceptual Skills in Art Classes
in High Schools. The project title was changed to Reading Improvement Through Art, later.
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IN CONCLUSION
RITA’s renewal is encouraged by the IRA Common Core State Standards Committee. As stated in
Implementation Guidance for the ELA Common Core Standards Education Week, 32/12. “The ELA
Common Core State Standards are a major shift in the focus of K-12 education in the United States.
These standards represent qualitatively different practice involving teachers across the curriculum.”
That includes Art teachers who can help improve the future for the 7,000 teenagers who leave high
school without a diploma every school day, year-round. Collaborating Art teachers with Reading teachers
becomes the change agent for quality education. You will find collaboration exhilarating and rewarding.

EVALUATIVE PROCEDURES
The Evaluation Report of the Pilot Year states our unchanged objective: “As a result of participating
in the program, the reading (comprehension and vocabulary) grade equivalent of the students will show a
statistically significant difference between the real post-test and the anticipated post-test score as
measured by the California Reading Achievement test. Pre-test will be administered during the first two
weeks of the program, of the fall and spring terms; post-test during the last two weeks of the program, of
the fall and spring term.”
Both the participants and the members of the control group are subject to this procedure in the new
RITA studies.

Step 1

Obtain each participating pupil’s reading pre-test grade equivalent.

Step 2

Subtract 1 (since most standardized tests start at 1.0)

Step 3

Divide the figure obtained in Step 2, by the number of months the pupil has been
in school to obtain a hypothetical (historical regression) rate of growth per
month.

Step 4

Multiply the number of months of treatment by the historical rate of growth per
month.

Step 5

Add the figure obtained in Step 4 to the pupil’s pre-test grade equivalent (Step 1).

Step 6

Test the difference for significance between the group predicted post-test mean
and the obtained post-test mean correlated t - ratio.

A variety of research approaches are documented in Best-Evidence Encyclopedia (BEE)
www.bestevidence.org. RITA, however, is restricted to the Pilot Year empirical formula, for
purposes of future comparison.
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BASIC REQUIREMENTS
RITA is suitable in a high school where a single purpose art facility is equipped with basic tools,
furniture, storage, display. The collaborative nature of the program requires scheduling that permits the
art and the reading teacher (or consulting reading teacher or reading specialist) to have a common
preparation period.
In the Pilot Year, and subsequent replications, compliance with the City, State and National Art
Education Standards were fulfilled. The present transition to Common Core Art Standards and Common
Core English Language Arts Standards presents a challenge to innovative programs. Recognizing the
urgency of capping the drop out numbers, the impetus of a fresh solution to a chronic problem, the recent
trend to interdisciplinary learning and the cognitive potential of art-making, creative replicators are
destined to succeed.

The Art teacher’s aim
in this single period
drawing exercise is to
nurture general visual
acuity.
Each student
observes the back of the
head of the person seated
in front of her/him. (Most
have developed control of
pen and ink.) They will
choose either a black and
white medium, or pastel
for the upcoming selfportrait.
Sometimes,
when a few struggling
readers need immediate
mentoring, the Reading
teacher will instruct them
in a small group, for forty
minutes. The ability to
really see details is as
necessary for satisfactory
artmaking as it is for
fluent reading.
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TYPICAL ANNUAL BUDGET
(two semesters)

The mandated budget items are identical for every twenty-five (25) pupils. However, depending on
the regulations at various sites, some item costs will reflect regional differences. It is permissible to
schedule clerk/typist and reading personnel from the school’s literacy block. The co-teachers each
require 0.02 salary.
In schools where no licensed art teacher is presently on staff, the budget must increase to cover this.
In some schools, limiting the class register to twenty-five, may entail cost.
Substitute teacher
10 days

Makes it possible for each Art and Reading
teachers to have coverage for five days per school
year for training and collaborating.
Prepares reports, tabulates reading scores,
prepares teacher-made study materials.
Canvas, paint, brushes, clay, woods, paper, ink,
foil, glass, glue, etc.
Purchase good quality products.
To purchase one dictionary, coffee table art books.
No paperbacks; no text books. Well- illustrated,
colorful, informative.
Teacher’s easel pads, newsprint, 18” x 24”
Students’ journals.
Include marking service.
Pre- treatment and post- treatment.

Clerk/typist
40 hours
Consumable art supplies
$2,000. $8 per student per project
5 projects per semester
The Reading Corner
$500 plus books, borrowed, donated, loaned
Students’ journals and art teacher’s easel pads
$100
System-wide approved reading tests
100 for participants
100 for control group
Employees’ benefits
−%
Indirect costs
−%

Per local regulations.
Per local regulations.

“Evidence-based programs should be given enough time to demonstrate that they are achieving the
desired impact. Plans for adopting an evidence-based approach should also include plans for
sustaining the evidence based program.”
Dr. David Andrews, Dean
Johns Hopkins University
School of Education

Note: Sample data collection forms, self-evaluation questionnaires, student writing and art, study
worksheets will be digitally available to replicators.
The RITA Replicator Manual of Instruction may be forwarded to potential participants for
noncommercial purposes under Creative Commons License requirements.
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SOURCES OF FUNDING
RITA is an economical project, partially funded by a school’s operating budget and will reflect the
degree of commitment at each replication site. Today, the window of opportunity is wide open for school
administrators who agree that “Language Arts, Arts Seem To Have Much In Common”, the caption of the
lead article in Education Week (12/12/12). The parallel essentials for building knowledge – reading,
writing, listening and speaking – are apparent in the Common Core Standards in both subjects. The
National Coalition for Core Art Standards, representing the four Arts disciplines, mirrors the
commonalities as well.

1

US Secretary of Education, Arne Duncan, made it clear, in 2009, that the ESEA Title I program
“can support arts education activities aimed at improving the achievement of disadvantaged
students.” Government grants under “Arts in Education” and “Inventing in Education” are
available. Educators who teach through the arts have yet to claim their share of these millions of
dollars. Call 1(800) SED-INFO.

2

Funding patterns vary among the State Education offices. New York, for example, is a “nonendorsing” state. School districts have the flexibility to develop and implement appropriate
instructional resources to help students achieve the State’s learning standards. Check your state’s
regulations and options.

3

Traditional funding sources are charitable foundations, government, professional organizations,
scholars, and universities.

4
5

Stay informed about the United States Department of Education. Sign on for timely subscriptions
from ED.gov i.e. A newsletter celebrating Teachers and Teaching, updates from the National
Center for Education Statistics, Postsecondary Education programs and funding opportunities,
particularly under Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) Title I.
Simultaneous with the electronic distribution of RITA Replicator Manual of Instruction, the
National Art Education Association Foundation established the NAEA Research Commission. In
the future there may be opportunities for NAEA members to benefit from the twelve member
Commission’s strategic development of research projects. Watch for news from:

Commission Chair
Commissioner at-large
Administration and Supervision
Higher Education
Secondary Education
NAEA Foundation

John Howell White
Enid Zimmerman
Ralph Caouette
Melody Milbrandt
Diane Scully
Mary Ann Stankiewitz

jhowellwhite53@mac.com
zimmerm@indiana.edu
ralphcaouette@wrsd.net
milbrandt@gsu.edu
dscully94@gmail.com
mas@psu.edu

6

Find out if the local school district office employs a professional grant writer. If so, phone to
introduce yourself and invite her/him to your planning committee meetings. Do the same with
the nearby university/college. Forward the RITA Replicator Manual of Instruction to all
interested individuals and organizations.

7

In public high schools a viable Parents Group may choose to raise funds for consumable art
supplies, tools, or books for The Reading Corner.
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GUIDELINES FOR WRITING RECIPROCAL CURRICLUM
Compliance with State and National Art Education Standards is assured by replicators. Common
Core Art and Common Core English Language Arts Standards will eventually replace them. Time
for RITA collaborators to write five paired (art/reading) units for RITA semester is set aside in the
annual five training days per team teacher. The integrity of exemplary quality art education need not
be compromised by reading skill enhancement.
With the cooperation of guidance counselors who elicit students’ prior approval for taking a nonremedial art course, the Reading teacher should ascertain which ones are ready to begin with
Comprehension Skills. Study and Speed Skills and Visual Perceptual Skill may be integrated, when
appropriate, throughout the semester. Most replicators repeated the five Fall units in the Spring term
with another class of twenty-five struggling readers.
Positive outcomes of an empirical research study are reliable only if the collaborators follow
RITA protocol meticulously. No omissions or deviations are permitted. The components of RITA
reciprocal experience are described in the Manual. The thoroughly composed art activity and related
reading skill(s) must be typed, preserved with complete identification of vocabulary, Reading Corner
books, motivation, development, practice, evaluation, tools and materials, skills (psychomotor,
reading related, other) studio activities, journal entries and self-evaluations.
WORD IDENTIFICATION SKILLS
A1 designing a border.....…....….…p. 12
R1 picture clues..………………………p. 13
A2 cartooning.……..…….....……...p. 14
R2 context clues……………………….p. 15
A3 bookbinding.…………..….……p. 16
R3 syllabication………………………..p. 17

A4
A5
A6
A7

LITERAL COMPREHENSION SKILLS
leathercraft…………….....…….p. 18
R4 sequencing events………………….p. 20
painting/color…………....……..p. 20
R5 getting facts………………….…..…p. 22
graphics/monoprint……...……..p. 22
R6 getting main idea…………….……..p. 24
crafts/general………………..…..p. 24
R7 finding supporting details………….p. 26

INTERPRETIVE COMPREHENSION SKILLS
A8 sculptural/bas
R8E Ndetermining
I N Trelief………..…..p.
E R P R E T I V E C26
OMPREH
S I O N S K cause
I L L S& effect………...p.27
28
A9 city planning……………..…….p. 28
R9 making generalizations……...…….p. 29
A10 painting/self-portrait…….....….p. 30
R10 making implications……………….p. 31
A11 ceramics/tile………….....…......p. 32
R11 making predictions…………....…...p. 33
A12 painting/Oriental………............p. 34
R12 making inferences…………...…….p. 35
A13 painting/abstract…………........p. 36
R13 making comparisons……...……….p. 37

A14
A15
A16
A17
A18
A19
A20

STUDY AND SPEED SKILLS
glasscraft………………...........p. 38
R14 using the dictionary……….…...…..p. 39
graphics/linoleum……..…...….p. 40
R15 using the table of contents…………p. 41
calligraphy………….…..…......p. 42
R16 categorizing information…………..p. 43
glasscraft…………...….…..….p. 44
R17 specialized vocabulary…………….p. 45
enamel craft……………....…...p. 46
R18 writing an outline………………….p. 47
designing/textile……….……...p. 48
R19 following directions………...…......p. 49
photography………..…………p. 50
R20 scanning………….………………..p. 51
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VISUAL PERCE PTUAL SKILLS
When the first proposal was submitted to the New York State Department of Education, its title was
Improving Visual Perceptual Skills in the Art Classes in High Schools. When the grant was awarded, the
grantors changed it to Reading Improvement Through Art. RITA was the first high school art program in
New York State to receive Title I funds.
In an early curriculum writing workshop, conducted by Robert Saunders, Connecticut Department of
Education Director, the benefits of visual perceptual abilities were delineated. Therefore, these skills
appeared in a few lesson outlines. They augment and enhance both reading and artmaking and are
summarized here as supplementary skills to integrate whenever appropriate during the semester.
FIGURE/GROUND DIFFERENTIATION
To separate objects from backgrounds and details from highlights when interpreting pictorial
materials.
GENERAL VISUAL ACUITY
To perceive, recognize and identify colors, shapes, spatial and figure-ground, distance
relationships.
SCANNING
To move the eye randomly over the subject matter noticing special details.
TRACKING
To move the eye over the subject matter following a predetermined sequence.
VISUAL ANALYSIS
To interpret and give meaning to visual symbols, perceiving relationships and making
comparisons between the visual data.
VISUAL CLOSURES
To fill the spaces between diverse objects, to recognize negative space as a unifying factor
and to fill in details from incomplete data.
VISUAL IMAGERY
To project from evidence in the available visual data how something hidden from view
would look if it were visible.
VISUAL MEMORY
To recall the shape, color, position or other visual content of a picture after it has been
removed from view.
VISUAL SYNTHESIS
To bring together the individual details, objects, symbols and give them interpretive meaning.
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PARTNERS IN LEARNING
As students participate in art experiences connected with language, they are moving from
concrete (art) to abstract (reading) Reading and art function reciprocally as partners in learning. The
following procedures, repeated daily, work well:

Step 1

Step 2

Together, the Art teacher and the pupils, discuss an art project. As the students verbalize
their reactions, the instructor sums up what has been said. She composes a few
sentences, writes them in her large easel-mounted pad. Students copy the paragraph into
their journal. The sequence of listening, writing, reading is essential rigorous, and
effective. The essential RITA sequence of listening, speaking, reading, and writing
combined with physical hands-on art/craft work is rigorous and effective.
Students write in their journals every day. New vocabulary, relevant technical
information and writing develops from the teacher-made materials and the books in the
Reading Corner. Entries are corrected by the Reading specialist. Artist’s statement about
each project is displayed in the culminating exhibition.

Step 3

Re-reading the teacher-made entries is scheduled to recall vocabulary and fuse
comprehension. Journal entries may take the form of work charts, biographies,
vocabulary definitions, critiques and so forth.

Step 4

The vocabulary required for discussion and completion of each unit is jointly discussed,
in advance. Each word is lettered on rigid paper, 4” high, displayed around the room and
referred to often…visually and verbally.

THE READING CORNER
The readily accessible, inviting, attractive collection of books is an essential feature of a RITA
studio/shop. The modest amount in the budget allows for purchase of a few titles to introduce and inform
each activity. However, the collection can be supplemented by borrowing books from public, university
and school libraries. Less expensive books are found at book fairs, used book sales, loans from faculty
and friends, donations. Reading for answers motivates curious artists, and the experience reinforces the
advantages of fluent reading to slow readers. The books assembled for the Fall semester are set out again
for the Spring semester.

GETTING STARTED
You were selected to receive the 3rd edition of RITA’s replicator handbook because you probably are
concerned that 1.5 million teenagers leave high school every year without a diploma. “Poor reading
ability is the key predictor of academic disengagement, and, ultimately, dropping out.” The Enhanced
Reading Opportunities Study (2008) New York, NY: MDRC.
The non-remedial, non-competitive, interactive, nurturing environment of art studios and shops lessen
the bitterness and resistance of frustrated 9th and 10th graders. After a single semester of RITA pedagogy
in nine urban high schools, “The growth rates were not only beyond expectations, they were beyond
the growth normally expected in a full year’s program.”
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Today, literacy researchers endorse the relationship between literacy and the arts. Most recently,
Landay, E. & Wooton, K. 2012 A Reason To Read: Linking literacy and the arts. Cambridge, MA:
Harvard Education Press.
So, now is the right time for art educators to “Transfer Success.” Large or small grass roots
replications can ignite national attention. Positive evidence from reliable research studies should
accelerate policy-makers acceptance of the unique RITA methodology.
Here are your essential preliminary steps:

Step 1

In one or more high schools, ascertain how many 9th and 10th graders whose reading
scores are 2 or more grades below level, are on the school register.

Step 2

Identify a project leader and the teaching team: compatible, creative Art and Reading
specialists. Note that RITA provides each teacher with 5 days of coverage per semester
for curriculum planning and language training.

Step 3

Forward your copy of the Manual to the District Superintendent, principal(s), guidance
and related pedagogical staff, clerical personnel. Parents’ inclusion is optional (for fundraising).

Step 4

Organize two school committees: Evidence –based Research and Future Funding.
Schedule meeting(s) of potential participants to compose a realistic, one year timeline.

Step 5

Complete and mail the return receipt on page 68 to Sylvia K. Corwin D/D, 290 Kings
Town Way, Unit 318, Duxbury, MA 02332-4638

Remember that the major objective of an adoption of RITA is to improve
reading and comprehension ability of participating students and to raise the
level of reading proficiency to the 8.0 criterion for diploma.
Art serves as the means to that end. Remember that quality art is an
end in itself.
RITA’s twenty paired reading/art activities serve as a springboard from
which creative teachers embark on new learning experiences…as reading
becomes a tool to learn about art, never jeopardizing fulfillment of State,
National, Common Core Art Standards and Common Core English
Language Arts Standards (Literacy).
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RECOMMENDED READING
Books cited in the text:
Albers, P. & Sanders, J., (2010) Literacies, the Arts, and Modalities. Urbana, IL: National
Council of Teachers of English.
Dehaene, S., (2010) Reading in the Brain: The new science of how we read. New York, NY:
Penguin Group.
National Academy of Sciences/Commission on Behavioral and Social Sciences and Education.,
(2000) How People Learn: Brain, mind, experience and school. Washington, DC: National
Academy Press.
Sandak, R. & Poldrack., Guest Editors (2004) The Cognitive Neuroscience of Reading:
Introduction Scientific Studies of Reading, Special Issue. Mahway, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum.
LaPierre, S.D. & Zimmerman., E. Editors (1977) Research Methods for Art Education. Reston,
VA: National Art Education Association.
Wolfe, P., (2001) Brain Matters: Translating Research Into Classroom Practice. Alexandria,
VA: Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development.
Books and periodicals to broaden replicator’s knowledge base:
Arnheim, R., (1939) Art and Visual Perception: A psychology of the creative eye. Berkeley and
Los Angeles, CA: University of California Press.
Arnheim, R., (1971) Visual Thinking. Berkeley and Los Angeles, CA: University of California
Press.
Arnheim, R., (1991) To the Rescue of Art: Twenty-six essays. Berkeley and Los Angeles, CA:
University of California Press.
Albers, P., (2007) Finding the Artist Within: Creating and reading visual texts in the English
Language Arts Classroom. Newark, DE: International Reading Association.
Corwin, S.K., (1993) The Application of Arnheim’s Principles to Interdisciplinary Education.
The Journal of Aesthetic Education 27 4 155-163. Champaign, IL: University of Illinois Press.
Corwin, S.K., Editor (2001) Exploring the Legends: Guideposts to the future – D’Amico,
Arnheim, Lowenfeld, Zeigfeld. Reston, VA: National Art Education Association.
Danko-McGhee, K. & Slutsky, R., (2007) The Impact of Early Art Experiences on Literacy
Development. Reston, VA: National Art Education Association.
Dorn, C.M., (1999) Mind in Art: Cognitive Foundations in Art Education. Reston, VA: National
Art Education Association
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Gardner, H., (1985) The Mind’s New Science: A History of the Cognitive Revolution: (1987)
Epilogue: Cognitive Science after 1984. New York, NY: Basic Books.
Hetland, E., Winner, E., et al (2007) Studio Thinking: The real benefits of visual education. The
Journal of Aesthetic Education 27 4 155-163. Champaign, UL: University of Illinois Press.
Sabol, E.R., (2010) No Child Left Behind: A study of its Impact on Art Education. Reston, VA:
National Art Education Association.
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RETURN RECEIPT
Prompt return of your receipt is deeply appreciated. Your action guarantees that when you are ready data-collection
forms, teacher-made study materials, grading records, self-evaluations will be E-mailed to you, free of charge. To
complete the survey online, please click here..

FROM:

TO:
Sylvia K. Corwin
RITA Replicator Manual
290 Kings Town Way
Unit 318
Duxbury, MA 02332-4638
(781) 585-6207
sylviacorwin@comcast.net

Name
Affiliation
Work Telephone

Home Telephone

Work Email

Home Email

Work Address

Home Address

City

City

State

Zip

State

Zip

10 QUESTIONS
YES
1.

NO

Is it likely you will read it, reflectively, before April 15, 2013?

2. May I count on you to forward the Manual to the District Superintendent?
(Kindly call his/her attention to the return receipt on page 67.)
3. Is it likely that you will advocate an empirical research study to collect “evidence” of the
impact of reciprocal learning in art studios/shops taught by a team of art and reading
specialists?

This research supported in part
by The University Council for Art Education.
www.ucae.org
This publication supported in part by the author.
Copyright, City of New York, Department of Education
Creative Commons License permits copying
for academic purpose only.

University Council for Art Education
Dr. Rose Viggiano, UCAE President
School of Visual Arts
290 East 23 Street
New York, NY 10010-3994
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